Earl Mellen Is Contracted For '39 Senior Ball

Vidovic Announces Dance For May NINETEENTH

Band Arrives From Pittsburgh

Famous Orchestra to Be at Carlton Hotel

From 9 to 11

Bucki Vivic, chairman of the Senior Ball Committee for the class of '39, has announced the plans for this year's affair. The dance will be held at the Carlton Hotel. Music will be provided by Bucki Vivic's Orchestra, and the basis of the dance will be "From 9 to 11." Bucki Vivic has arranged for the famous orchestra to be at the Carlton Hotel for the evening of the dance.

Two Honor Rolls Are Announced

Colleri, Foggia, Poon and Collins Lead

Fifty-five Religious Qualities for the Honor Roll

The fifty-five religious qualities for the honor roll have been released by the Office of the Dean of Men. The following students have been awarded the honor roll for the semester:

Joseph B. Collins
Joseph C. Collins
Joseph D. Collins
Joseph E. Collins
Joseph F. Collins
Joseph G. Collins
Joseph H. Collins
Joseph I. Collins
Joseph J. Collins
Joseph K. Collins
Joseph L. Collins
Joseph M. Collins
Joseph N. Collins
Joseph O. Collins
Joseph P. Collins
Joseph Q. Collins
Joseph R. Collins
Joseph S. Collins
Joseph T. Collins
Joseph U. Collins
Joseph V. Collins
Joseph W. Collins
Joseph X. Collins
Joseph Y. Collins
Joseph Z. Collins

Abbey Club Elects 1940 Executives

Widower Is New President of Club; Leo Daly Named Treasurer

On the date of Mar. 13, the Abbey Club held its annual election of officers. Leo Daly was elected president, and Joseph F. Collins was elected treasurer. The new officers of the club will take office on April 1.

Tower Reporters Bring Home Dunbarton Ideas

Journalistic Venture Is In Conjunction With Growing Social Relationship Between Two Great Institutions

By THE EDITORS

In a surprise move that has captured the attention of the campus, the Tower Reporters and the Dunbarton have announced their intention to merge their operations. This move is expected to have a significant impact on the news coverage of the two institutions.

Chaplain Explains 'Cardinals'

Our student chaplain, Father Trahan, has explained the importance of the 'Cardinals' in the context of the Catholic University Church. He emphasized the role of the 'Cardinals' as a symbol of the university's commitment to the teachings of the Catholic Church.

Harlequins Entertain In Vehicle

Modern Shakespeare In 'Coriolanus'

Hays and Madeiros, Girl Deserving of Mention

In anticipation of the opening of the Shakespeare Festival, the Hays and Madeiros, Girl Deserving of Mention, have announced their plans for the presentation of 'Coriolanus.' The performance will take place on the evening of May 18.

Club Men To Dance This Evening

Stan Brown to Offer Music at Waldman Park, 9 to 12

Club Presidents Are Highly of Favor

In THOMAS MADONI

The committee will meet on Thursday, May 15, to discuss the plans for the upcoming event. The committee is composed of Mr. John P. O'Brien, Mr. Thomas J. O'Connor, Mr. John J. O'Brien, and Mr. John J. White.

Don Miller Is Chosen Tower Copy Editor

Battaglia, In structural Head of Newspaper, An Preview

It was announced yesterday that Don Miller has been chosen as the new Tower copy editor. He will be responsible for the daily news coverage of the campus.

Dutchmen Notice

The University of the Holy Cross has announced the following changes in their student body:

1. The Dutchmen, a student newspaper, will be published weekly.
2. The Dutchmen staff will be increased to include additional editors.
3. The Dutchmen will be published in color.

Best Wishes

The Tower expresses its best wishes to all students who are leaving the University of the Holy Cross and to all those who are returning.

The Tower's Staff
THURSDAY, MAY 13, 1958

A Thought on Mothers’ Day

The word “mother,” immortalized by poets and painters since the dawn of time, has become a commonly known and commonly beautiful word. How many ex- pressions and sayings have grown around it, how many mothers and sons have become ideals of the world’s men! But the fact that the word has become so common today is perhaps the most important role of the transition generations’—never before has a word been so much used by so many people. It is not the intensity of this word’s use that has been forgotten, but the meaning that it conveys. Yet this word continues to be used with such frequency, and by so many people, that it is time we re-examine its true meaning. To do so, we must first understand what it really means to be a mother.

We all know that mothers are the backbone of our society. They are the ones who provide the love and care that we all need in order to survive. They are the ones who instill in us the values and morals that guide us through life. They are the ones who teach us about the world around us and how to navigate it. They are the ones who provide us with a sense of security and comfort.

For all of these reasons, it is important that we acknowledge the contribution of mothers to our society. They are the ones who have shaped our world and will shape our future. It is time that we all give them the recognition and appreciation that they deserve.

It is also important to recognize that the role of mothers is not limited to raising children. Many women today are mothers in more than one sense. They are mothers in the traditional sense, but they are also mothers in the sense of being mentors, role models, and friends. They are mothers in the sense of being providers for their families, and they are mothers in the sense of being leaders in their communities.

In conclusion, it is clear that the word “mother” has become so common today because it is so important. It is important because it represents the love, care, and guidance that we all need in order to survive. It is important because it represents the values and morals that guide us through life. It is important because it represents the sense of security and comfort that we all need.

Let us take a moment to appreciate the role of mothers in our society. Let us acknowledge the contribution of mothers to our world. And let us all give them the recognition and appreciation that they deserve.

Week By Week

Last week the Hollywood rolled into the Tower with a bang. The Tower was packed with people, the lights were dim, and the air was filled with excitement. The Tower was electrified with the energy of the Hollywood stars. The Tower was a place of magic, a place of wonder.

On this week’s program, we have a special guest, a Hollywood legend, who will be sharing their insights and experiences with us. We are excited to welcome them to our Tower.

As always, we encourage you to come out and join us for this special event. You will not want to miss it. We promise a night full of fun and entertainment. We will see you there!
CARD TENNIS TEAM DOWNS WESTERN MARYLAND

SPORTS

Catholic U. To Be Represented At A. A. U. Meet
Cardinal Thincads Finish Successful Tour

An Other

Deacons Downed On Home Lot
Long Trip Fails to Stop Determined Card Team

"To The Victor Belong The Spoils"

By Nell Counsil
Sports Editor

Bradley's Athletic Department was enjoying its share of success on the playing fields this past weekend, and the students could not have been happier. The trip to the northeastern states had paid off, and the students and faculty were pleased with the outcome of the matches.

The short trip by Father D. B. Duffett, S. J., to the northeast, was a great success, and many teams were impressed with the Catholic University football team. The Catholic University football team was playing well, and the students were confident that they would win the next match.

The Catholic University football team was playing well, and the students were confident that they would win the next match. The team was playing well, and the students were confident that they would win the next match.

Cardinal Golf Team Places 6th In Match
Loyola Match Called Off, Next Match With G. W. On May 15

Although the U. S. team had a good showing at the recent national collegiate tennis tournament, the Catholic University team was unable to match the performance of the Loyola team. The Catholic University team was unable to match the performance of the Loyola team. The Catholic University team was unable to match the performance of the Loyola team.

An Annual Banquet Climaxes Year's Athletic Program

Cardinals Win Harris Award; Calabrese and Pro Co-Captains

Father Charles D. Holzer, the President of the University, attended the U. S. team's match at the annual national collegiate tennis tournament. This was the first time in the history of the tournament that the Catholic University team had the opportunity to participate. The match was held in the nation's capital and was attended by many spectators.

Tennis Team Drops First Match 9-0

Tennis Team Drops First Match 9-0

Maryland Presents Seco-

nected Team; O'Halloran Shows Best for Cards

FRANCIS HUMPHREY

The Catholic University tennis team was placed 9th in the nation. The team scored 9-0 in its first match against the University of Maryland. The team scored 9-0 in its first match against the University of Maryland. The team scored 9-0 in its first match against the University of Maryland.

Utopian Club Still Leading Mural League

Utopian Club Still Leading Mural League

Small playing conditions have encouraged the Utopian Club to continue its leadership in the mural league. A small playing field has allowed the Utopian Club to maintain its lead in the league. A small playing field has allowed the Utopian Club to maintain its lead in the league.

Continued on page 4

By Dan J. McNulty

The Catholic University team has been playing well in the national collegiate tennis tournament. The team has won many matches, and is currently placed 9th in the nation. The team has won many matches, and is currently placed 9th in the nation. The team has won many matches, and is currently placed 9th in the nation.
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